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ZYLOWARE ANNOUNCES THE JANUARY 2019 LAUNCHES OF
SOPHIA LOREN, STETSON, RANDY JACKSON, VIA SPIGA, SHAQUILLE
O’NEAL, INVINCILITES AND DAISY FUENTES
Port Chester, NY: Exciting new Zyloware Eyewear releases for Sophia Loren, Stetson, Randy Jackson,
Via Spiga, Shaquille O’Neal, Invincilites and Daisy Fuentes for January 2019.
Prepare to turn heads in Sophia Loren Beau Rivage 86. A semi-rimless metal, the BR 86 comes in a
flattering oval shape to beautifully frame the wearer’s face. Lilac (088) has a shiny gold base with raised
detailing in satin purple. Purple sparkle temples and transparent purple enamel fill bring this feminine
look together. Brown (183) features a shiny gold base with decorative brown details and a brown sparkle
temple with transparent brown enamel fill. Petite Fit sizing offers a precise, comfortable fit for women
who have smaller facial features. Spring hinges allow for easy adjustments while snap-in nosepads
provide a comfortable fit all day long. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Lilac (088) • Brown (183)
51-18-135
Semi-rimless; Metal frame; Modified oval shape; Petite Fit sizing; Raised
detailing on endpiece and temple with enamel fill; Spring hinges; Snap-in
nosepads; Accommodates progressives

There’s no competing with the extravagant appeal of Sophia Loren Beau Rivage 87. This full rim metal
has a simple geometric lens, designed metal endpiece with cut-outs and shimmering crystal décor on
the temple. Black (021) features a shiny gold base with black eye wire rim on the front and black over
ivory pearl horn on the temples. Brown (183) has a shiny gold base and brown eye wire rim, with a brown
pearl swirl design on the temple. The BR 87 is available in Luxury Fit sizing, providing added headspace
and an extended endpiece. Spring hinges allow the wearer to make easy adjustments, while snap-in
nosepads provide for a secure fit. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Brown (183)
54-17-135
Full rim; Metal frame; Geometric shape; Luxury Fit sizing; Crystal décor on
temple; Designed metal endpiece with cut-outs; Spring hinges; Snap-in
nosepads; Accommodates progressives

Masculine styling meets traditional appeal in the handsome design of Stetson XL 36. This full rim metal
in a classic navigator shape delivers XL sizing for the man who needs extra headspace in both a 59 and
62 eye size. Demi Gold (039) has a shiny gold finish on the front and temple with a tortoise patterned eye
rim. Gunmetal (058) features a shiny silver finish, with a shiny black coated eye wire. Linear detail can be
found on the wrapping metal endpiece and temple. Comfort features include spring hinges for easy
adjustments and snap-in nosepads for a secure fit. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Demi Gold (039) • Gunmetal (058)
Sizes:
59-16-145 • 62-16-150
Special Features:……. Full rim; Metal frame; Navigator shape; XL sizing; Metal temples; Spring hinges;
Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates progressives
Designed with a rugged disposition and masculine feel, Stetson 359 is a full rim metal in a handsome
rectangle shape. Available in two colors, Demi Gold (039) has a demi patterned eyewire with gold bridge
and temple while Gunmetal (058) has a dark gunmetal front and matte gunmetal temples. Designed with
comfort in mind, an adjustable unifit bridge allows the ST 359 to sit comfortably on the wearer’s face.
Additional comfort features include spring hinges for easy adjustments and the ability to accommodate
progressive lenses.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Demi Gold (039) • Gunmetal (058)
56-18-145
Full rim; Metal frame; Rectangle shape; Metal rivets on temple; Spring hinges;
Adjustable unifit bridge; Accommodates progressives

The on-trend Randy Jackson 1094 is a full rim metal in a stylish modified round shape. The front
features a two-toned color combination in two handsome options – Black (021) has a matte black
outside with gunmetal base and wire rim. Navy (300) has a matte navy outside with matte brown base
and wire rim. Both colors feature a slight keyhole bridge design and sloping browline. The Randy
Jackson logo can be found on the right temple tip for subtle branding. The RJ 1094 features spring
hinges, snap-in nosepads and the ability to accommodate progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Navy (300)
52-20-140
Full rim; Metal frame; Modified round shape; Rounded keyhole bridge; Randy
Jackson logo on temple tip; Spring hinges; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates
progressives

Randy Jackson 1095 is a bold, full rim frame offered in Black (021) and Matte Black (323). A handsome
modified rectangle shape, the RJ 1095 has a metal front and endpiece with zyl temples featuring
diagonal metal trim. The Randy Jackson logo can be found inside the right temple tip for subtle
branding. The extended fit feature of this frame makes it a stylish and comfortable option for men with
larger heads. Additional comfort fit features include spring hinges for easy adjustments, snap-in
nosepads and the ability to accommodate progressive lenses.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Matte Black (323)
55-18-145
Full rim; Metal frame; Rectangle shape; Extended Fit sizing; Metal inserts on
temple; Randy Jackson logo inside temple tip; Spring hinges; Snap-in
nosepads; Accommodates progressives

Randy Jackson 1099 is a strikingly handsome metal frame in an equally appealing aviator shape that
meet the demands of this season’s trends. With no shortage of options, the RJ 1099 comes in four
diverse colors – Black (021), Gold (057), Red (162) and Navy (300). Extended Fit sizing provides extra
headspace so you’ll never have to sacrifice style for comfort. Additional comfort fit features include
spring hinges for easy adjustments, snap-in nosepads and the ability to accommodate progressive
lenses.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Gold (057) • Red (162) • Navy (300)
60-15-145
Full rim; Metal frame; Aviator shape; Metal top bar; Extended Fit sizing; Randy
Jackson logo inside temple tip; Spring hinges; Snap-in nosepads;
Accommodates progressives

The stylish Randy Jackson 3047 is a full rim plastic frame for the modern-day guy. Available in two
colors, Black (021) has a matte front and thick zyl temple in a wood grain design while Crystal (190) has
a shiny crystal front and tortoise patterned temple. Both colors feature a sloping brow bar that dips at
the bridge and two metal rivets on each side of the front. The Randy Jackson logo is printed inside the
right temple tip for subtle designer branding. The RJ 3047 features spring hinges for easy adjustments
and the ability to accommodate progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Crystal (190)
54-17-140
Full rim; Plastic frame; Rectangle shape; Metal rivets on front; Randy Jackson
logo on inside temple tip; Spring hinges; Accommodates progressives

Via Spiga Giada is the perfect blend between polished professionalism and runway chic. This full rim
frame has an ultra-thin acetate profile and trendy rectangle shape for a look that combines lightweight
comfort and head turning appeal. Available in three stylish colors – Black (500), Brown Fade (570) and
Burgundy (900), all have a demi/tortoise pattern on the zyl temples and two metal rivets on each side of
the front. The VS Giada has spring hinges for easy adjustments and the ability to accommodate
progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (500) • Brown Fade (570) • Burgundy (900)
53-15-135
Full rim; Zyl frame; Rectangle shape; Zyl temples; Metal rivets on front; Via
Spiga logo plaque on inside temple tip; Spring hinges; Accommodates
progressives

Via Spiga Lisetta is a stunning frame that appeals to fashion savvy women looking to bring this
season’s must-haves to their everyday wardrobe. A full rim metal, VS Lisetta sports a stylish square
shape to flatter a variety of face shapes and features. Black (500) ha a shiny black finish with amber and
black zyl temples. Black/Gold (520) has a shiny gold base with blonde tortoise temples. Brown (560) has
a brushed brown finish with a brown and mocha pearl marble pattern on the temple. All three colors
have the Via Spiga logo lasered onto the temple. Comfort features include spring hinges, snap-in
nosepads and the ability to accommodate progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (500) • Black/Gold (520) • Brown (560)
53-16-135
Full rim; Metal frame; Square shape; Zyl temples; Via Spiga logo lasered on
temple; Spring hinges; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates progressives

Via Spiga Mimma is a frame with instant appeal. This semi-rimless metal effortlessly transitions from the
office to a night on the town for the ultimate mix of professionalism and playfulness. Two stylish colors,
Black (500) and Navy (770), provide versatility and endless wardrobe options. This on-trend frame
features a shiny gold base with a metal top sheet on the front and zyl temples stamped with a metallic
Via Spiga logo for notable designer branding. The VS Mimma incorporates spring hinges for easy
adjustments and snap-in nosepads for a comfortable fit all-day long. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (500) • Navy (770)
53-16-135
Semi-rimless; Metal frame; Sheet metal front; Cat-eye shape; Zyl temples; 3D
metallic Via Spiga logo on temple; Spring hinges; Snap-in nosepads;
Accommodates progressives

Sleek and sophisticated, Via Spiga Orianna is an on-trend frame in a stylish modified oval that is
perfectly appropriate for whatever your day has in store. Available in two distinctive colors, Black (500)
and Red (910), both feature a patterned zyl temple for a look that is anything but average. Petite Fit
sizing offers a precise, comfortable fit for women who have smaller facial features. The VS Orianna has
spring hinges for easy adjustments and the ability to accommodate progressive lenses.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (500) • Red (910)
51-18-135
Full rim; Zyl frame; Modified oval shape; Petite Fit sizing; Via Spiga logo plaque
on right temple tip; Spring hinges; Accommodates progressives

Charging in with a ton of style and athletic appeal, Shaquille O’Neal 147M is a full rim metal with an
extra lightweight feel to heighten your eyewear game. Available in a refined rectangle shape, QD 147M is
available in two masculine colors that are sure to grab your attention. Black (021) has a matte finish on
the front and temple, with a pop of light blue inside the temple tips. Gunmetal (058) has a satin gunmetal
finish throughout and a bold splash of red inside the temple tips. Both colors feature spring hinges,
snap-in nosepads and the ability to accommodate progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Gunmetal (058)
54-18-145
Full rim; Metal frame; Rectangle shape; Basketball logo inside right temple tip;
Spring hinges; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates progressives

Take a fashion tip from Shaq himself with the athleisure-inspired look of Shaquille O’Neal 148M. This
semi-rimless metal is available in a handsome rectangle shape and two versatile colors. Black (021) has
a shiny black front with black and orange zyl temples. Tan (097) has a brushed tan finish on the front
with complimenting brown and tan temples. Extended Fit (Shaq-Sized) sizing offers the wearer
additional headspace and longer temples. The QD 148M has spring hinges for easy adjustments and
snap-in nosepads for a comfortable fit all day long. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Tan (097)
57-19-150
Semi-rimless; Metal frame; Rectangle shape; Extended Fit sizing; Basketball
logo inside right temple tip; Spring hinges; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates
progressives

Stand out from the crowd with the sporty appeal of Shaquille O’Neal 149Z. This full rim zyl features a
rectangle lens shape and two color options with athleisure-inspired design elements. Black/Brown (219)
has a shiny outside and matte inside with three layers of zyl in black, white and brown. Matte
Black/Orange is matte throughout, with a triple layer of zyl in black, orange and green. Both colors have
a sporty metal insert on the temple with four diagonal cut-outs. The QD 149Z offers spring hinges for
easy adjustments and the ability to accommodate progressive lenses.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black/Brown (219) • Matte Black/Orange (323)
56-16-145
Full rim; Zyl frame; Rectangle shape; Triple layered zyl; Metal insert on temple
with four diagonal cut-outs; Basketball logo inside right temple tip; Spring
hinges; Accommodates progressives

Invincilites Sigma 201 is a sleek frame that combines modern styling with a lightweight feel. This
rimless style has a compression plug mount system with metal bridge and wrapping metal endpiece.
The Sigma 201is available in Tan (097), featuring a shiny base and crystal temple with an opaque tan
stripe. Comfort fit features include hinged Grilamid® temples, snap-in nosepads for all-day comfort and
the ability to accommodate progressive lenses.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Tan (097)
52-17-140
Rimless; Compression plug mount system; Metal endpiece; Hinged Grilamid®
temples; Rectangle shape; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates progressives

Invincilites Sigma 202 brings simplistic styling to a whole new level. The rimless design keeps the focus
on the wearer, not the eyewear. Sigma 202 is available in Gunmetal (058), featuring a shiny gunmetal
bridge and wrapping endpiece paired with a crystal temple designed with an opaque black stripe. In
addition to featuring a compression plug mount system, the Sigma 202 has hinged Grilamid® temples,
snap-in nosepads and the ability to accommodate progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Gunmetal (058)
54-18-140
Rimless; Compression plug mount system; Metal endpiece; Hinged Grilamid®
temples; Rectangle shape; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates progressives

Step outside of the norm with Invincilites Sigma 203. Featuring a rimless design, the Sigma 203 is
extremely lightweight to accommodate even the most on-the-go lifestyles. Gunmetal (058) has a shiny
light gunmetal bridge and wrapping metal endpiece, paired with a crystal temple and navy blue stripe
detailing. Sigma 203 has a compression plug mount system and includes comfort fit features such as
hinged Grilamid® temples and snap-in nosepads for a secure fit. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Gunmetal (058)
55-17-140
Rimless; Compression plug mount system; Metal endpiece; Hinged Grilamid®
temples; Rectangle shape; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates progressives

Modern and on-trend, Daisy Fuentes Zoila is a full rim zyl that will instantly elevate your look! Offered in
a rectangle shape that flatters a variety of faces, DF Zoila comes in two attractive colors. Black (021)
features a black over white pearl marble front while Brown (183) has a dark translucent brown over
translucent amber front. Both colors have an animal print pattern engraved into the zyl temple. Spring
hinges allow for easy adjustments. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Brown (183)
53-16-135
Full rim; Zyl frame; Rectangle shape; Engraved animal print pattern on temple;
Daisy Fuentes logo inside right temple tip; Spring hinges; Accommodates
Progressives

Daisy Fuentes La Dayanara may seem like a refined silhouette at first glance, but this full rim metal has
a fun and flirty wild side. Rectangle lenses flatter a variety of face shapes, while a delicately sloping
browline perfectly frames the wearer’s face. Black (021) has a shiny black finish on the front with tortoise
over pink temples. Mocha (141) has a brushed mocha finish with a shiny clear coat and demi brown over
caramel pearl temples. Both colors feature a metal insert with a raised design on the zyl temple. Offered
in Luxury Fit sizing, the DF La Dayanara has longer temples and an extended endpiece for a more
comfortable fit that is tailored to the needs of women with larger facial features. Comfort fit features
include spring hinges for easy adjustments and snap-in nosepads. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Mocha (141)
57-16-140
Full rim; Metal frame; Rectangle shape; Luxury Fit sizing; Metal insert with a
raised design on zyl temple; Daisy Fuentes logo inside right temple tip; Spring
hinges; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates progressives

Download frame images here: https://spaces.hightail.com/space/KcWF6Nj49f

For more information, retailers may contact Zyloware at 800-765-3700, via e-mail at
sales@zyloware.com, or online at www.zyloware.com.
About Zyloware: The We Are Zyloware campaign celebrates what makes Zyloware the success it is!
We are family, history, quality and customer satisfaction. We are composed of many unique individuals;
each with our own motivations and desires. But, as a part of the Zyloware team, we are one. We act
together; we share common values and goals. We are innovators. We are change makers.

